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An iterative learning robust fault-tolerant control algorithm is proposed for a class of uncertain discrete systems with repeated
action with nonlinear and actuator faults. First, by defining an actuator fault coefficient matrix, we convert the iterative learning
control system into an equivalent unknown nonlinear repetitive process model. +en, based on the mixed Lyapunov function
approach, we describe the stability of the nonlinear repetitive mechanism on time and trial indices and have appropriate
conditions for the repeated control system’s stability in terms of linear matrix inequality theory.+rough LMI techniques, we have
obtained satisfactory results and controller stability, and robustness against fault tolerance is also discussed in detail. Finally, the
simulation results of the output tracking control of the two exemplary models verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

1. Introduction

Iterative learning control is suitable for controlled objects
with repetitive motion (running) properties in a limited time
interval. It uses the data generated during the previous it-
eration of the system to correct undesirable control signals
and generate the control signals used in the current iteration
to make the system control. +e performance is gradually
improved, and finally, the complete tracking in a limited
time interval is achieved. In a comparison with other control
methods, the iterative learning control method has a simple
controller method, a small amount of calculation, and only
less knowledge of dynamic characteristics and can get the
precise control. +e characteristics of complete tracking of
the controlled object are as follows: this control technology is
applied in industrial applications such as assembly line
industrial robots and chemical intermittent processes. +e
process of the iterative learning control system can generally
detect the timeline and batch on the tree of a two-dimen-
sional repetitive process. Over the last few years, based on
system 2D generation idea, learning control system analysis
and design had tremendous attention. +e study in [1]

designed a PD-type iterative learning control algorithm for a
linear continuous repetition system based on the 2Dmethod
and obtained the system with accurate tracking control; the
authors of [2, 3] combined with the stability theory discrete
process designed an iterative learning controller. +e output
error of the system converges monotonically, and the per-
formance in the direction of the batch axis gradually im-
proves with the repeated process. To optimize the replicated
system’s performance in both time and batch order, the
study in [4] designed a good control architecture for the
uncertain 2D system. It proposed a balanced optimization
algorithm of robust iterative learning, which comprehended
the repeated system’s stable robustness in both directions
[5].

Iterative learning control uses the tracking error and
original data of the system to continuously modify the
current input target, so that the system output can quickly
track the expected output within a limited time [6–9]. Based
on iterative learning control system that can be regarded as a
kind of repeated processes based on batch axis and the
timeline, the system control problem of the research in
recent years came to the attention of academia at home and
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abroad and was successfully used in multiaxis truss type
robot, injection molding machine, and electric motorcycle
motor system in the practical repeat operations such as
industrial object [3, 10–12]. As the process of industriali-
zation continues to accelerate, industrial systems are be-
coming more and more complex, and people’s requirements
for system reliability and safety are getting higher and
higher, making fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant control in
the past few decades [13–16]. Both academic and practical
application fields have received more and more attention.
Fault-tolerant control is divided into active fault-tolerant
control and passive fault-tolerant control. In fact, most
researches pay more attention to active fault-tolerant con-
trol. Fault estimation [17–20] is different from fault diag-
nosis; it can accurately estimate the magnitude and shape of
the fault and thus is able to reconstruct the fault signal.
+erefore, in existing literature, fault estimation is a pre-
requisite for fault-tolerant control and has achieved afflu-
ence of theoretical research results [21–23]. At present, the
methods of fault estimation mainly include observer-based
methods [24, 25], signal reconstruction-based methods
[26, 27], and artificial intelligence-based methods [28, 29].
+e observer-based methods can accurately reflect the im-
pact of faults on system performance and accuracy. +e fault
information has attracted the attention of domestic and
foreign scholars in theoretical research. It mainly includes
methods based on adaptive state observers [30–32], methods
based on robust observers [33–36], and optimal [9, 37] and
sliding mode observers approaches [38–41]. +ese methods
have been continuously applied to network control systems
[42–44], nonlinear systems [45], switching systems [46],
fuzzy systems [47], parameter changing systems [48], and so
on.

In control theory, the RC is a neutral-type delay, and the
number is like endless poles. In 1988, “Scientific American”
(English) mentioned that RCs could only stabilize unless
there are zero degree relative plants [49]. Most technicians
need to push the low-level filter on the delay control for a
strictly proper plant. On this basis, the established system is
improved to modify RCs (MRCs), and its low-level filter can
reduce the steady state at the cost of high-frequency tracking
signals [50]. +at is to say, the stability and tracking func-
tions in MRC have an intermediate point. +erefore, on the
one hand, it is a stable system, and on the other hand, it is
easily introduced into the distorted system when there is
great uncertainty in the way [51–53].

However, it cannot be ignored that actuators in actual
industrial systems with repetitive operation characteristics are
often in high-frequency responding, and actuators are very
prone tomechanical wear, failure, and other faults, whichmay
not only reduce the control performance of the system but
also affect the stability and safety of the system [7, 54–58].
B. Cichy and his team [59] discuss the design of robust it-
erative learning fault-tolerant control law for actuator fault
linear systems and its convergence. +e paper [60] further
analyzes the robustness of the guaranteed iterative learning
fault-tolerant control system and finally guarantees the reli-
ability of the iterative learning repetition process on batch axis
and time axis. However, the above-stated pieces of literature

are all aimed at completely linear systems, while the real
control systems inevitably have some nonlinear characteris-
tics. In papers [61, 62], iterative learning control laws are
designed for discrete repeated processes with nonlinear links,
and stability analysis is carried out for these nonlinear systems
by defining hybrid Lyapunov function and adaptive Lyapu-
nov function based on batch axis and time axis, respectively.
However, these methods do not fully consider the robustness
of uncertainty in the systems, let alone discuss the fault
shadow of nonlinear systems. +erefore, the design of robust
iterative fault-tolerant control law for repetitive process
systems with nonlinear links and uncertainties is an inevitable
choice to improve the performance and reliability of system
batches.

In this paper, the iterative learning in fault-tolerant
control for a class of uncertain discrete nonlinear repetitive
processes with unknown actuator faults is studied. By de-
signing iterative learning fault-tolerant control law and
defining the mixed Lyapunov function based on batch axis
and time axis, the stability of the system under normal and
failure conditions is discussed, respectively, and the suffi-
cient conditions for the existence of robust fault-tolerant
controller are given in the form of linear matrix inequality
(LMI). Finally, this method is applied to the simulation of
single-link manipulator and the injection velocity control
process of molding process system to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed method.

In this paper, for the convenience of description, the
following assumptions are made for the matrix:

X,XT ∈ Rn represents its transpose.
X< 0 represents a negative definite matrix
X> 0 denotes a positive definite matrix
∗ denotes the transpose of elements at the symmetric
position of the matrix
‖.‖ represents the Euclidean norm
∀ any

2. Problem Description

Consider the following class of uncertain discrete time-invariant
nonlinear systems running repeatedly:

x(t + 1, k) � (A + ΔA)x(t, k) +(B + ΔB)u(t, k) + f(x(t, k)),

y(t, k) � (C + ΔC)x(t, k),


(1)

where k � 0, 1, . . . , Nstands for batch, and the repeating
time cycle within each batch is 0≤ t≤T. X (t, k)∈Rn,
u(t, k) ∈ Rl, and y(t, k) ∈ Rm separately represent the state
vector, input vector, and output vector of the system.
Without loss of generality, suppose the initial boundary
conditions of the system x(0, k)� x0 and u(t, 0)� u0(t).
Matrices A, B, and C are, respectively, the corresponding
dimension of the system matrix, and ΔA, ΔB, and CΔ are
uncertainty [63] and satisfy the following relations:
ΔA�H1Ξ F1, Δ B�H1Ξ F2, and Δ C�H2Ξ F2, including
H1, H2, F1, and F2 to already know the certainty of the
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matrix; Ξ Ξ T≤ I or less bounded constraint condition where
I is the identity matrix. In addition, f(x(t, k)) ∈ Rn rep-
resents a nonlinear vector function obtained from the
modeling of the system’s nonlinear link, assuming that the
following conditions are met:

‖f(x(t, k + 1)) − f(x(t, k))‖≤ ζ‖x(t, k + 1) − x(t, k)‖.

(2)

Here, ζ > 0 is Lipschitz constant. For the vector element
UI (t, k) that is input to the system, uF

i (t, k) represents the
output when an actuator fails in the system. Actuator fault
model is further defined:

u
F
i (t, k) � αiui(t, k), i � 1, 2, . . . , l, (3)

where the actuator fault coefficient αi is unknown but meets
the following conditions:

0≤ αt ≤ αi ≤ αi, i � 1, 2, . . . , l, (4)

where the properties αi(αi ≤ 1) and αi(αi ≥ 1) are known as
scalars.

If αi � αi � 1, it means that the control system actuator is
working normally; that is, uFi (t, k) � ui(t, k). If αi � 0, it
represents the complete failure of the actuator due to the
damage caused by various emergencies; αi > 0 represents a
partial actuator failure due to normal conditions such as

uF � u
F
1 , u

F
2 , . . . , u

F
l 

T
,

α � diag α1, α2, . . . , αl ,

α � diag α1, α2, . . . , αl ,

α � diag α1, α2, . . . , αl .

(5)

On this arrangement, β � diag β1, β2, . . . , βl , β0 � diag
β10, β20, . . . , β00 , βi � ((αi + αi)/2), and βi0 � ((αi − αi)/

(αi + αi)), i � 1, 2, . . . , l. +ere must be some unknown
matrices α0:

α � I + α0( β, (6)

Iα0|≤ β0 ≤ I. (7)

Other α0 � diag α10, α20, . . . , αl0  and | α0 | � diag
| α10 |, |α20 |, . . . , |αl0 | .

+erefore, discrete time-invariant nonlinear system (1)
with actuator fault can be expressed as

x(t + 1, k) � (A + ΔA)x(t, k) +(B + ΔB)ωt(t, k) + f(x(t, k)),

y(t, k) � (C + ΔC)x(t, k).


(8)
Uncertain discrete nonlinear steady-state systems contain

actuator failures (7), and the control goal of this paper is to
meet the condition (6) in the case of unknown actuator
failures. Based on the iterative learning, fault-tolerant control
input makes the system output so that the control system can
gradually track the output after a certain required number of
iterations, i.e,

sup
0≤i≤T

yx(t) − y(t, k)|< ε.( (9)

3. Iterative Learning Control Law Design

According to the control objective of this paper, the output
tracking error e(t, k) is defined as follows:

e(t, k) � yk(t) − y(t, k). (10)

For system (8), the following control law is designed:

u(t, k + 1) � u(t, k) + Δu(t, k + 1), (11)

where u(t, k + 1) is the system control input of the current
batch; u(t, k) is the control input of the previous batch;
Δu(t, k + 1) is to modify control system input amount of
updates.

For the convenience of analysis, define

η(t + 1, k + 1) � x(t, k + 1) − x(t, k),

φ(t, k + 1) � f(x(t − 1, k + 1)) − f(x(t − 1, k)).
 (12)

+erefore, the modified update quantity in iterative
learning control law (11) can be further obtained as

Δu(t, k + 1) � K1η(t + 1, k + 1) + K2e(t + 1, k), (13)

where K1 and K2 are unknown undetermined matrices.
By substituting the iterative learning fault-tolerant

control law form (11) into the nonlinear system (8), the
state-space model of discrete repeated processes can be
obtained in the following form:

η(t + 1, k + 1) � Aη(t, k + 1) + Be(t, k) + φ(t, k + 1),

e(t, k + 1) � Cη(t, k + 1) + De(t, k) + kφ(t, k + 1).

⎧⎨

⎩

(14)

Here,
A � (A + ΔA) +(B + ΔB)αK1,

B � (B + ΔB)αK2,

C � − (C + ΔC) (A + ΔA) +(B + ΔB)αK1( ,

D � I − (C + ΔC)(B + ΔB)αK2,

E � − (C + ΔC).

(15)

Obviously, discrete repetitive process model (14) is a
nonlinear repeated process, including η(t + 1, k + 1) and
e(t, k), respectively, and represents the time and batch
variable on the axis direction, φ(t, k + 1)is to enter the
present process of iterative nonlinear input item, and
conventional stability analysis of linear systems of KYP
lemma methods cannot be directly used to solve the re-
petitive process system with nonlinear term.

4. Stability Analysis

+e following lemma is given in advance for subsequent
stability analysis.

Lemma 1 (see [64]). If Ω1 and Ω2 are, respectively, about
variable ω ∈ Rn of two dimensions of the same symmetric
matrix, then it shows the following equation:
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ω→TΩ1ω≤ 0, ∀ω≠ 0, ωTΩ2, ω≤ 0. Founded, there is always
the ∃τ ≥ 0 can make Ω1 − τΩ2 < 0.

Lemma 2 (see [65]). >e matrix Φ with a given appropriate
dimension is equal to Φ � ΦT. And then for any matrix
ΔTΔ ≤ I , orΔ less inequality below Φ + XΔY + YTΔTXT＜0.
If and only if there is ε> 0, such thatΦ + εXXT + ε− 1YTY＜0.

Lemma 3 (see [66]). For matrices of given dimensions Γ, Λ,
and Σ, existing matrix W makes linear matrix inequality
(LMI), there exists a matrix W. >is makes the following
linear matrix inequality true: Γ + sym ΛTWΣ ＜0, if and
only if the following two inequalities about the matrix W are
true Λ⊥TΓΛ⊥＜0rΣ⊥TΓΣ⊥＜0.

Theorem 1. If the existence of the matrix P> 0 makes the
following LMI true, then the nonlinear discrete repeat process
(14) is stable.

A
TPA − P + CT C ATPB + CT D ATP + CTE
BTPA + DTC BTPB + DT D − I BTP + DTE

PA + ET C PB + ET D P + ETE

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
< 0. (16)

It is proved that the mixed Lyapunov function for the
discrete nonlinear repeat process (14) is constructed in the
following form with respect to the time axis and batch axis:

V(t, k) � V1(t, k) + V2(t, k) � ηT
(t, k + 1)Pη(t, k + 1)

+ eT
(t, k)Re(t, k),

(17)

and define

ΔV1(t, k) � ηT
(t + 1, k + 1)Pη(t + 1, k + 1)

− ηT
(t, k + 1)Pη(t, k + 1),

ΔV2(t, k) � e⊤(t, k + 1)Re(t, k + 1) − eT
(t, k)Re(t, k),

ΔV(t, k) � ΔV1(t, k) + ΔV2(t, k),

(18)

where P> 0, R� I b> 0. According to stability theorem,
when ΔV (t, k)< 0, discrete nonlinear repeat procedure (17)
is stable: namely,

ΔV1(t, k) + ΔV2(t, k)< 0. (19)

Plug in η(t+ 1, k+ 1) and e(t, k+ 1) into equation (19),
and get

Aη(t, k + 1) + Be(t, k) + φ(t, k + 1) 
⊤
P,

Aη(t, k + 1) + Be(t, k) + φ(t, k + 1) − η(t, k + 1) 
⊤
P,

η(t, k + 1) + Cη(t, k + 1) + De(t, k) + Eφ(t, k + 1)
⊤

,

Cη(t, k + 1) + De(t, k) + Eφ(t, k + 1)
⊤

− e(t, k)
⊤

e(t, k)< 0.

(20)

After transformation, the following inequalities can be
obtained:

XT

ATPA + P + CT C ATPB + CT D ATP + CTE
BTPA + DT C BTPB + DT D − I BTP + DTE

PA + ET C PB + ET D P + ETE

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
X.

(21)

Here, X �

η(t, k + 1)

e(t, k)

φ(t, k + 1)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, thus directly obtaining the

conclusion of +eorem 1.
+ere is coupling between unknown matrix variables in

the conclusion of +eorem 1, so K1 and K2 of iterative
learning fault-tolerant control correction and update
quantity (13) cannot be calculated by direct application of
the LMI tool.+erefore, based on the conclusion of+eorem
1, it is further discussed and +eorem 2 is obtained.

Theorem 2. Regardless of system (1), the uncertainty, i.e., Δ A,
Δ Δ C, and B are assumed to 0, if there is A positive definite
matrix Q> 0, matrix N1, and N2 and scalar tau >0, epsilon
1> 0 make the matrix inequalityΩ< 0, the nonzero symmetric
matrix elements: Ω11�O44� − Q, Ω14� (AQ+BβN1)T,
Ω15� [− C(AQ+BβN1)T, Ω16�Q,Ω18� (βN1)T, Ω22� − τI,
Ω24� (BβN2)T, Ω25� (τI − CBβN2)T, Ω28� (βN2)T,
Ω33� − I, Ω34� I, Ω35� (− C)T, Ω47� ε1β0B, Ω55� − τI,
Ω57� − ε1β0CB, Ω66� − ρI, Ω77�O88� − ε1I, then the non-
linear discrete repetition process (14) is stable under the action
of the actuator fault satisfies the admissible condition (7) and
the iterative learning fault-tolerant control law (11), where
ρ� ζ − 2, modify the gain matrix of update quantity (13)
K1 �N1Q− 1, K2� τ− 1N2. >e proof notes that the following
equivalent conditions can be obtained according to equation
(2):

f(x(t − 1, k + 1)) − f(x(t − 1, k))
T

 

[f(x(t − 1, k + 1)) − f(x(t − 1, k))]

≤ ζ2[x(t − 1, k + 1) − x(t − 1, k]

· [x(t − 1, k + 1) − x(t − 1, k)]].

(22)

Substituting equation (12) into the above equation, we
can obtain φ(t, k+ 1)Tφ(t, k+ 1)≤ ζ2 η(t, k+ 1)T η(t, k+ 1).

+at is,

XTΩ2X≤ 0, (23)

and it can be known from +eorem 1 that XTΩ1X≤ 0, in
which

Ω1 �

ATPA − P + CT C ATPB + CT D ATP + CTE
BTPA + DT C BTPB + DT D − I BTP + DTE

PA + ET C PB + ET D P + ETE

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

Ω2 �

− ζ2 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 I

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

(24)
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+en, the following inequality can be obtained through
Lemma 1:

Ω1 − τΩ2 < 0, (25)

and τ > 0 type can be rewritten as τ − 1 on Ω 1 − Ω2< 0;
namely,

θ �

θ11 θ12 θ13
∗ θ22 θ23
∗ ∗ θ33

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦< 0, (26)

where symmetric elements are

Θ11 � τ− 1 ATPA − τ− 1P + τ− 1 C⊤ C + ζ2I,

θ12 � τ− 1 A⊤PB + τ− 1
c∗D, θ13 � τ− 1 A⊤P + τ− 1 CTE,

θn � τ− 1 A
⊤P + τ− 1 C⊤E, θ2 � τ− 1B⊤P + τ− 1D⊤E, θ33

� τ− 1P + τ− 1E⊤E − I.
(27)

By applying the Schur complement lemma to equation
(26), the following inequality is obtained:

− τ− 1P + ζ2I 0 0 AT C
T

∗ − τ− 1I 0 B
T D

T

⋆ ⋆ − I I E
T

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − τP− 1 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − τI

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

< 0. (28)

Lemma, the following results can be obtained:

− Q
− 1 0 0 A

T C
T

I

∗ − τ− 1
I 0 B

T D
T 0

⋆ ∗ − I I E
T 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − Q 0 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − τI 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − ρI

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

< 0. (29)

Further multiply (29) on both sides by
diag Q, τI, I, I, I, I{ } and its transpose, and let
N1 � K1Q, N2 � τK2; then A + BαK1, B

⌢
� BαK2,

C � − C(A + BαK1),
D � I − CBαK2,

E � − C. If we put in
this equation, we will get

− Q 0 0 AQ + BαN1( 
T

− C AQ + BαN1(   Q

∗ − TI 0 BαN2( 
T τI − CBαN2( 

T 0

⋆ ⋆ − I I (− C)
T 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − Q 0 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − τI 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − ρI

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

< 0, (30)

and then we obtain α � (I + α0)β into this equation and get

Z + XEY + Y
T
EX

T < 0. (31)

Here,

Z �

− Q 0 0 AQ + BβN1( 
T

− C AQ + BβN1(   Q

∗ − τI 0 BβN2( 
T τI − CBβN2( 

T 0

⋆ ⋆ − I I (− C)
T 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − Q 0 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − τI 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ − ρI

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

X � 0 0 0 BT (− CB)T 0 
T
,

Ξ � α0,

Y � βN1 βN2 0 0 0 0 .

(32)
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According to Lemma 2, it is further obtained that

Z + ε1β
2
0XX
⊤

+ ε− 1
1 Y⊤Y< 0, (33)

Z + ε(1/2)
1 β0X ε− (1/2)

1 Y⊤ 
ε(1/2)
1 β0X

⊤

ε− (1/2)
1 Y

⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦< 0. (34)

Using Schur complement lemma again, equation (34)
can be written directly as

Z εZ
1 β0Xε

− (1/2)
1 YT

∗ − I

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠< 0. (35)

Multiplying (35) on both sides by diag I, I, ε(1/2)
1 I, ε(1/2)

1 I 

and its transpose, we get Ω< 0.
On the basis of +eorem 2, we further consider the

stability of discrete nonlinear repetitive process (14) with
uncertainty and design of iterative learning robust fault-
tolerant controller. Since Lemma 2 cannot be directly used in
the proof process after considering uncertainty, we need to
make the following equivalent transformation for +eorem
2. First, we define it as follows:

R1 � AQ + BβN1(  BβN2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T
,

J1 � 0 0 0 0 − CT 0 0 0 
T
,

· I J1 
Φ1 R1

RT
1 0

 
I

JT1
 < 0.

(36)

If the matrixΓ �
Φ1 R1
RT
1 0 , W �

W1
W2

 , and Λ � I,

Σ � J
T
1 − I , using Lemma 3, the following inequality can

be obtained:

Φ1 R1

RT
1 0

  + sym
W1

W2
  JT1 − I  < 0. (37)

Here,

W1 � WT
11 WT

12 WT
13 WT

14 WT
15 WT

16 WT
17 WT

18 
T
. (38)

Similarly, the above formula is sorted out in the same
way again as follows:

R2 � 0 0 0 0 − ε1β0C( 
T 0 0 0 0 

T
,

J2 � 0 0 0 0 0 0 B 0 0 
T
,

(39)

and make Γ �
Φ2 R2
RT
2 0 , W �

W2
W3

 , and Σ � J
T
2 − I .

Theorem 3. Considers the case where system (1) has un-
certainty, where it is false

Ψ �
Φ2 R2

RT
2 0

  + sym
W2

W3
  JT2 − I  < 0. (40)

In which, W3 � W
T
31 W

T
32 . . . . . . W

T
39 W

T
4 T  +e-

orem 3 (1) the uncertainty of the system, including false set is
ΔA � H1ΞF1,ΔB � H1ΞF2,ΔC � H2ΞF2, and if there is

a positive definite matrix Q > 0, matrixN1,N2 and scalar tau
> 0, Λ > 0, ε 1 > 0 make matrix inequality Υ< 0 as follows:

Y �
Y11 Y12

∗ Y22
 < 0,

Y11 �
Ψ11 Ψ12

∗ Ψ22
 ,

Y12 � Ψ31 Ψ32 ,

Y22 � diag − λI − λI − λI − λI − λI − λI{ }.

(41)

+e discrete repetition process (14) was stable under the
condition of failure tolerance (7) and iterative learning
robust fault-tolerant control law (11), and the modified
update quantity (13) was the gain matrix K1 � N1Q− 1,

K2 � τ− 1N2.
+e proof of formula (40) can be transformed into, when

the system uncertainty is further considered. Y1 + MΞN+

NTΞMT < 0.
Here,

Y1 �
Y11 Y12

∗ Y22
 ,

M �

0 0 0 HT
1 0 0 0 0 HT

1 0

0 0 0 0 HT
2 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 F2 0 0 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

N � ΨT
32.

(42)

Using Lemma 2 and conditions ΞΞT ≤ I or less if and
only if there is λ> 0 makes

Y1 + λMMT
+ λ− 1NTN< 0. (43)

If true, the above equation can be written as

Y1 + λ(1/2)M λ− (1/2)NT 
λ(1/2)MT

λ− (1/2)N
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦< 0. (44)

Using Schur complement lemma, the above equation can
be rewritten as

Y1 λ(1/2)
M λ− (1/2)

N
T 

∗ − I
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦< 0. (45)

Finally, multiplying equation (45) on both sides
by diag I, I, λ(1/2)I, λ(1/2)I , we could obtain Υ< 0.

5. Control Algorithm

+e control algorithm for the proposed method is described
below in the form of step-by-step algorithm implementation
process as shown in Figure 1 as a flow diagram.

Step 1. Obtain themodel parameters of the controlled object
and transform them into a discrete time-invariant system as
shown in equation (1). If there is a solution, then go to the
next process and adopt gain and learning laws applied. If
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there is no solution, then obviously, we need to calculate
again system parameters accordingly.

Step 2. Design iterative learning fault-tolerant control law in
the form of formula (11), and apply LMI toolbox in
MATLAB to solve +eorems 2 or 3 according to the pa-
rameters given in formula (1), and obtain the parameters K1
and K2 of the system with and without uncertainty in
formula (1), respectively. If there is a feasible solution,
proceed to the next step; otherwise, redesign.

Step 3. According to the given reference target and system
of the initial boundary conditions, the system of Equation
(1) is taken after the initial iteration value, the state of the
output and error when the initial iteration ended. And
then, in Step 2 to solve the parameters K1 and K2 plug type
(9) in the form of iterative learning control law, according
to the type (11) and iterative learning control in the form of
reconsideration, iterative learning controller is constantly
modified.

Step 4. Observe the output response curve of the system,
compare it with the expectation curve of a given reference target,
and draw the root-mean-square (RMS) error curve. If the system
output can track the expectation curve with a small error after
several batches, the calculation method will be finished. Oth-
erwise, if the tracking error is too large or the output response
curve fails to track the expected curve after multiple batches, the
controller shall be redesigned and Step 2 shall be returned.

6. Practical Applications of the
Proposed Controller

6.1. Practical Simulation Example 1. To verify the validity of
the method in this paper, the injection velocity control
process of the reinjection molding process was taken as the
research object [67]:

x(t + 1, k) � (A + ΔA)x(t, k) +(B + ΔB)u(t, k) + f(x(t, k)),

y(t, k) � (C + ΔC)x(t, k).


(46)

Among them, system moment matrix is as follows:

A �
1.582 − 0.5916

1 0
 ,

B � 1 0 
T
,

C � 1.69 1.419 .

(47)

+e expected trajectory is defined as

yd(t) �

sin(0.01πt), 1≤ t< 200,

1, 200≤ t< 300,

4 − 0.01t, 300≤ t≤ 400.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(48)

At time t∈ [0, 400], the initial state of each batch is 0.
Suppose that the system’s operating frequency norm [0,∞]is
divided into [0,∞] � [0, 6] ∪ [6, 25] ∪ [25,∞]. After the
20th iteration, the occurrence actuator’s fault suddenly appears,
and the fault in the system is f(t) � 0.7 + 0.3 × sin(0.5t).
Evaluate performance and introduce performance indicators:

RMS(e(t, k)) �

������������

1
400



400

t�1
e
2
(t, k)




. (49)

Supposing that the coefficients of matrices A and B
contain uncertainties, the decomposition of the uncertainty
is carried out as follows: if the uncertainty matrix of the
system H1� [− 0.05, 0.1], H2� [− 0.12, 0.15], F1� I, F2�

[1, 1]T, Ξ � diag σ1, σ2 , and s1 and σ2 are − 1∼1, then the
gain matrix of the fault-tolerant controller is K1� [− 1.5749,
0.7293] and K2 [0.1291].

Suppose the injection molding process is assumed to
work in the intermediate frequency segment. In that case,
the system RMS error’s simulation curves and the number of
overlaps are shown in Figures 2 and 3. By comparing the
iterative fault-tolerant control results, it can be seen that the
fault-tolerant control results designed within the specific
domain of the system can accelerate the convergence speed

Start

End

Again go back to
system modeling 

Obtain model parameters and
convert into discrete time invariant

system according to equation (1)

Design fault-tolerant 
control law (9) and apply

Theorems 2 and 3. calculate
K1 and K2 using LMI

(with or without uncertainty)No feasible solution? 

Feasible solution yes?

Initialize the parameters 
(system input, states, error, and output)

Plug in gain values in (9) and
update according to (11)

No

Yes satisfied 

Analyze and
compare the

system output
with target

Figure 1: Control and design of algorithm step-by-step process.
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to some extent and can better restrain the influence of the
operator’s fault. +e controller’s uncertainty and fault-tolerant
capability are quite robust, limiting the text and not be re-
peated. As shown in Figure 2, the system tracking error de-
creases quickly with the increase of iteration time before the
actuator fails. After the actuator failed in iteration 20, the
system’s tracking performance decreased significantly. How-
ever, under the control of the fault-tolerant controller, with the
increasing number of iterations, the system recovered quickly
and steadily, indicating that the system had a good follow-up
effect under normal and actuator failure conditions.

+e simulation outcomes and effects of the control law
are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Even with nonrepetitive
disturbances, the tracking error of the first 20 batches of the
system before the failure occurred quickly converged to a
stable state with respect to time, and the tracking perfor-
mance continued to improve in the batch direction, as
shown in Figure 2, in the 25th batch of process failures. After
it happened, the tracking performance of the system was

lower than that of the 25th batch. However, after several
batch iterations, the tracking performance reached an ideal
level again, as shown in Figure 3. +is conclusion is reflected
in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 3 shows the daily values of dif-
ferent batches, and Figure 4 shows the tracking error of the
system in a three-dimensional graph.

6.2. Practical Simulation Example 2. In order to verify the
effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in this paper, the
single-link manipulator that performs the motion trajectory
tracking task repeatedly is considered as the experimental
object. +e continuous time model of the single-link ma-
nipulator system is described as [68]

τ(t) � Mt
2d

2θ(t)

dt
2 + V

dθ(t)

dt
+ Mglcos(θ(t)), (50)

where θ(t) is manipulator joints of angular displacement,
τ(t) is the driving moment of joints, l � 0.6m represents the
length of themanipulator rod,m � 0.6 kg is the quality of the
manipulator, V � 1.5 (kg/m2/s) is the mechanical arm joint
friction resistance coefficient, and g � 9.8 (m/s2) for the
acceleration of gravity.

+rough Euler’s method, discrete sampling is carried out
for the continuous system (34) at time interval h � 0.2 s, and T
represents the discrete sampling point. At the same time,
x1(t, k) � (ht, k) and x2(t, k) � (ht + h, k), respectively,
represent the state variable of the k batch of the repetitive
operation of the single-link decentralization system, u(t, k) �

(hT, k) as the control input, y(T, k) � (ht + h, k) as the
system output, and the discrete time-invariant nonlinearmodel
of the single-link system (50) can be represented as

x1(t + 1, k) � x2(t, k)x2(t + 1, k)

� 2 −
vh

Mt
2 x2(t, k) +

vh

Ml
2 − 1 x1(t, k)

−
gh

2

l
cos x1(t, k)(  +

h
2

Ml
2.

(51)

A discrete time-invariant nonlinear model consistent
with the form of equation (1) can be further obtained:

A �

0 0

Vh

Ml
2 − 1 2 −

Vh

Ml
2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
�

0 1

0.39 0.61
⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦,

B �

0

h
2

Ml
2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
�

0

0.19
⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦,

C � 0 1 .

(52)

+e nonlinear function is
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Figure 2: RMS error with and without uncertainty.
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f(x(t, k)) �

0

−
gh

2

l

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
cos x1(t, k)(  �

0

0.653
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦cos x1(t, k)( .

(53)

Because cos(x1(t, k)) has upper and lower bounds, so for

nonlinear function, f(x(t, k)) �
0

0.653 cos(x1(t, k))

satisfies the nonlinear constraint (2). At the same time, it is
assumed that the manipulator needs to run 100 batches
repeatedly and track the reference trajectory:

yd(t) � sin
πt

100
  + 0.5 sin

πt

200
  + 0.5 sin

πt

300
 . (54)

Initially, we can assume that our system’s initial condition
is zero like input u(t, k) � (0, 0) states x1(t, k) � (0, 0) and
x2(t, k) � (0, 0) and outputy(T, k) � (0, 0)0, respectively.
Due to the repeated operation of the industrial application of
mechanical arm often, we assume that the 50th connecting
rod will be shown after the repeat problem such asmechanical
wear. +e failure occurs after each batch of the intermittent
fault happens in the process, and the failure changes in each
iteration with respect to time. And the manipulator joints'
input driving moment will change with fault time-varying
characteristics. +e typical case of this fault is the gear
transmission part of the manipulator; after a long period of
operation, there will be missing teeth, broken teeth, and other
phenomena, resulting in the system in each operating batch of
the cycle time time-varying failure. +erefore, it is assumed
that the system input is an actuator fault in the form of
equation (3), and the fault coefficient � (0.15 + 0.85 sin (0.5t)).

Assuming that there is no uncertainty, the gain K1� [− 1.873
2–4.118 6] and K2� 0.5673 of the modified update quantity
(13) in the iterative learning fault-tolerant controller (11) is
solved according to +eorem 2 and LMI tool.

In addition, it is noted that, in the manipulator
system in actual operation, the joint frictional resistance
coefficient V, rod length L, and massM in matrices A and
B will become uncertain due to wear and other factors, so
the variation of these uncertainty factors should be
considered in the controller design process. Assuming
that the coefficients of matrices A and B contain un-
certainties, the uncertainty decomposition is performed
as follows:

H1 �
0 0

− 0.05 0.1
 ,

H2 � 0 0 ,

F1 � I,

F2 � 0 1 T,

(55)

where Ξ � diag σ1, σ2 , σ1 and σ2 are − 1 to 1 in between

numerical values. ΔA � H1ΞF1 �
0 0

− 0.05σ1 0.1σ2 ,

ΔB � H1ΞF2 �
0

0.1σ2 , and ΔC � H2ΞF2 �0.

At this point, according to the conclusion of +eorem 3,
we know that the system of the gain of modified update
quantity (13) in iterative learning robust fault-tolerant
controller (11) can be obtained by using LMI tool, K1 �

− 2.4149 − 4.6484  and K2 �1.9840.
In order to evaluate the control effect of each batch of

manipulator during repeated operation, the RMS value of
tracking error E(t, k) was defined as the tracking energy
index

RMS(e(t, k)) �

������������

1
400



400

i�1
e
2
(t, k)




. (56)

In the formula, the smaller RMS (E (t, k)) is, the better
the tracking effect of lot K is.+e tracking control simulation
results of the single-link manipulator system under the
nondeterministic conditions are shown in Figures 4–6,
respectively.

It can be clearly observed that the output of the system is
trying to track the reference tracking trajectory of the system
as shown in Figure 4. As can be seen from Figure 5, the
tracking error of the system decreases rapidly with the in-
crease of iteration times before the actuator fails. After the
failure of the actuator in batch 50, the tracking performance
of the system decreased significantly. However, under the
action of the fault-tolerant controller, with the increasing
number of iterations, the system collected again rapidly and
stably, indicating that the system achieved a good tracking
effect under both normal and failure conditions of the ac-
tuator. Figure 4 shows the system output curve and
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Figure 4: Output versus reference trajectory curve without actu-
ator failure.
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expectation curve before the actuator failure, and the three-
dimensional figure of Figure 6 represents the tracking error
change of the system in two dimensions of the batch axis
and time axis. It can be seen that, with the increase of the
number of iterations, the actual output curve of the ma-
nipulator can gradually track the upward periodic curve.
Correspondingly, the simulation results of robust fault-
tolerant control when the system is uncertain are shown in
Figures 7–9, respectively.

+e simulation results are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Even if the disturbance is repeated, the tracking error of the
first 50 iterations of the system before the fault occurs rapidly
converges to a stable state with time, and the tracking
performance keeps improving in the direction of the
batches, as shown in Figure 7. After the failure of the first
batch, the tracking performance of the system decreased
compared with that of the 50th batch. However, after several
batch iterations, the tracking performance reached an ideal
level again, as shown in Figure 8.+is conclusion is shown in
Figures 8 and 9, which show the regular values of different
batches of iterations, and Figure 9, which shows the tracking
error of the system in 3D. It can be observed that under the
effect of time-varying failure and repetitive disturbance, and
actuator failure, the proposed algorithm in the normal
situation and therefore failure can guarantee system in both
iteration and time direction monotone convergent.
According to the asymptotic stability, a designed controller
has fault tolerance, and fault tolerance of both performed at
the same time and has a robust inhibitory effect on non-
recurring interference.

Figures 4–9 shows that, under the use of time-varying
faults and nonrepetitive disturbances, the proposed algo-
rithm can guarantee monotonic convergence of the system
in both batch and time directions under normal and fault
scenarios, and it is asymptotically stable. +e designed
controller has both fault-tolerant and fault-tolerant per-
formances and has a robust suppression effect on non-
repetitive external interference.
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7. Conclusion

+e iterative learning fault-tolerant control algorithm for a
class of uncertain discrete time-invariant nonlinear systems
with actuator faults is studied in this paper. First, the suf-
ficient conditions for the stability of the nonlinear discrete
repetition process are obtained by the Lyapunovmethod, the
gain of the iterative learning fault-tolerant controller is
solved by LMI, and the robustness of the system with un-
certainty is discussed. Finally, the feasibility of the proposed
algorithm is verified by the simulation experiment of the
single-link manipulator as well as the electromechanical
system for batch process.+emethod proposed in this paper
is a further extension of the iterative learning control
method for linear repeating process, which is obviously
more adaptable and effective for the repeated operation
process with nonlinear links in the industrial process.

+e proposed algorithm improves the error identifica-
tion and estimation of nonlinearly unstable systems, en-
hances error detection reliability, and reduces false alarms.
+e faults of nonlinear models based on iterative learning are
more up-front and more suitable for technical applications.
Based on the method proposed in this paper, we can also use
it to identify and estimate uncertain nonlinear systems. +e
future applications of this proposed algorithm are as follows:

(i) Aircraft actuator fault-tolerant control system
(ii) Robotics (soft robotics, elastic actuators, and

omniwheel robots) trajectory control
(iii) Robustification in PMSM motor servo applications
(iv) Nonlinear servo speed and position control system
(v) Piezoelectric position and force tracking controls

Data Availability

+e data are available and can be provided upon request.+e
simulation examples are taken from two sources: (1) J. Shi,
F. Gao, and T. J. Wu, “Robust design of integrated feedback
and iterative learning control of a batch process based on a
2D Roesser system,” Journal of Process Control, vol. 15, no.
8, pp. 907–924, 2005; (2) D.-H. Hwang, Z. Bien, and S.-R.

Oh, “Iterative learning control method for discrete-time
dynamic systems,” in IEE Proceedings D-Control +eory
and Applications, 1991, vol. 138, no. 2, pp. 139–144: IET.
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